it is clear that the sociology of literature deals with imaginary humans and the social problems that occur in society. 3 According to Ian Watt, there are three main trends towards literary works. First, the author's social context. Social conditions in society affect authors in making literary works. Regarding the way the author gets a job, a professional in composing, the community intended by the author. Second, literature is a mirror of society. Literary works are displayed based on the state of society and social problems by the author in his work. Third, the social function of literature. There are 3 literary functions, namely (a) as a reformer and remover (b) as a mere entertainer (c) as a teacher of something by entertaining. 
II. Review of Literature

About Moral Turmoil and Religiosity
At the beginning of the Third Millennium, a novel published by Payudara by Chavchay Syaifullah (publisher of Melibas, 2005) and a novel by God, Let Me Become a Prostitute! (publisher of ScriPta Manent, 2005) Muhidin M Dahlan, who is busy talking about literary enthusiasts for being "another voice", the dissonant voices, the religious dissent. The two young authors appreciate both socialist realism and universal humanism, but do not want to enter into the ''division' of the schools of literary art which has long been a" controversy ". And they do not need to carry the burden of history, when they themselves have not been born. 5 Chavchay Syaifullah and Muhidin Dahlan grew up with instincts, worldview and their own zeal as "turbulent and seeking" individuals, "rebellious and inflamed" against religious and socio-cultural conventions resulting in ongoing tension in them. Reading the two novels, I am faced with an open text, in which the text becomes "another voice", the odd dissonant voices, as the religious dissent, which in expressing its content and meaning are so open that it allows our interpretation to lead to -following Gadamer -the fusion of the horizons, or leads to the fusion between the horizon of the text and the horizon of the interpreter 6 .
This understanding implies at the same time that on the one hand, the interpreter is aware of the richness of the text and, on the other hand, the text opens itself to the search for meaning. This reciprocal relationship allows the opening of the world of text that forms the trajectory of meaning for literary readers.
By trying to use Paul Ricoeur's hermeneutic category, namely appropriation or "selfunderstanding", an interpretation may help interpreters to better understand themselves, paradoxically, it must be brave to take distance. This distance taking is done with ideological and religious criticism and deconstruction. With the deconstruction of the interpreter invited to dismantle interests, motivations, goals that might have colored his interpretation. In this way, the interpreter is invited to be honest and open and thus is helped to understand the text better. That hermeneutics is not only a theoretical method, but can be applied and enriches the understanding of literature. With this hermeneutic method, we can try to understand texts that are not present from all writers but instead have links and links with the text horizon itself so that the 'fusion of horizons' occurs.
In Chavchay Syaifullah and Muhidin Dahlan's novels (both young writers from Islamic/ santri pesantren backgrounds) there are moral upheavals and rebellions and religiosity which is very likely to provoke protest, anger and demagogy in the religious community and their communities who read their novels. So that they (the two young writers) might be considered as "eccentric", "eccentric" or even labeled "' at heretical 'or even" apostate "(leaving religion or deviating from religious teachings).
In Chavchay Syaifullah's note there is a need for us to point out here that the past in the realm of literature, he said, has ever been such a tense crisis as reflected in the short story of Langit Makin Mendung by Kipandjikusmin and short story Collapse of Our Surau by A.A. Navis which caused social upheaval. Even HB Jassin in the story of Langit Makin clouded, was dragged to court and protested by 'religious groups' and 'believers' who felt disturbed by the work. Then Chavchay also noted that in other times the case of the Lord's novel appeared, Let Me Become a Prostitute! by Muhidin M. Dahlan. This novel has even been opposed by Muslim activists, including the Muhammadiyah youth in Yogyakarta and rejected by all Gramedia bookstores. Maybe because Gramedia was worried that it would lead to cases such as the tabloid Monitor led by Arswendo Atmowiloto, which had been raided, raided and ransacked by the rampage of the Muslim masses.
In the Indonesian context, we are truly stunned to see the various tensions between the literary creative process and the struggle to maintain faith by religious circles. Why should I be stunned? Because, as far as we observe, cases that include the tension of art and religion, almost rarely end with the existence of a meeting point where both parties are able to complete it in a "final and brilliant", moreover epistemically reaching the points of "theoretical agreement" which is final. Usually what happens is that one wins and one loses, even some of them are imprisoned, forgiven, characterized or tortured. Even if it is finished without all of that, it is usually finished with a "pseudo" handshake that has a grudge or at least a "big question mark" 7 It is almost in vain to expect a kind of "general convention" in which the religious and literary parties are aware of the code of ethics of art and religion, so that there is no need to wait for futile tensions that stick to the public.
So far in Indonesia there has been no art and religious dialogue, the continuity of which is not only at the elite level, but also at the community level. If there is dialogue, somehow the pattern of dialogue, but clearly must be more deeply rooted and more detailed, will undoubtedly be of benefit to the public interest. If only we had only been involved with 'school artists' and 'ahlul kitab', now it must be more entrenched to pop art workers and religious fighters who acted and were angry in the field. The author sees that Chavchay Syaifullah's principle is relatively firm that every outcome of his thoughts must be fought for. Just like Pramoedya Ananta Toer said, which he often articulated, "" The truth does not come from the sky, it must be fought to be right." And of course it is the public who finally assesses the results of the thinkers' thoughts and struggles. 7 Chavchay Syaifullah, "Kemelut Seni dan Agama", artikel dalam kolom Ide, Koran Tempo Mei 2005 . Ibid Budapest International Research and Critics in Linguistics and Education (BirLE) Journal Volume 2, No 2, May 2019 , Page: 308-320 e-ISSN: 2655 -1470 (Online), p-ISSN: 2655 -2647 www. bircu-journal.com/index.php 
Deconstructing
Until the beginning of the third millennium, Chavchay Syaifulah and Muhidin M. Dahlan saw that the messages of religion and ideology in the early days of their presence were more inclined to liberation efforts, in their history now tended to be swallowed up by historical processes that distorted them. Christianity / Catholicism, Islam, Hinduism and so on, as well as ideology of socialism, capitalism and others, are now confronted with open and hidden crises in the midst of the world and human beings who are changing. Syaifulah and Muhidin saw the same thing where understanding and interpretation / interpretation of religion and ideology experienced open and hidden crises. The crisis arises because, in its history, religion and ideology turned into an institutional "hierarchy" in which the ruling is a certain "authority" that has the right to say about certain truths in the name of "Absolute Authority", be it God, the ruling party, class literati, alama elite or others.
For both authors, the biblical texts of religions and ideological texts which originally contained universal messages, were then standardized through certain interpretations that were "formalized" by religious and ideological institutions, to then be "taught" to the people, or the community they are something that is finished, complete and impervious to criticism. The officialization (initialization) finally had fatal consequences: religion lost its prophetic impression as a "religion of liberation", and ideologization resulted in dehumanization. 8 Dahlan saw that the messages of religion and ideology in the early days of his presence which were more inclined to liberation efforts, in their history now tend to be swallowed up by historical processes that distort them. Christianity / Catholicism, Islam, Hinduism and so on, as well as ideology of socialism, capitalism and others, are now confronted with open and hidden crises in the midst of the world and human beings who are changing. Syaifulah and Muhidin saw the same thing where understanding and interpretation / interpretation of religion and ideology experienced open and hidden crises.
The crisis arises because, in its history, religion and ideology turned into an institutional "hierarchy" in which the ruling is a certain "authority" that has the right to say about certain truths in the name of "Absolute Authority", be it God, the ruling party, class literati, alama elite or others.
For both authors, the biblical texts of religions and ideological texts which originally contained universal messages, were then standardized through certain interpretations that were "formalized" by religious and ideological institutions, to then be "taught" to the people, or the community they are something that is finished, complete and impervious to criticism. The officialization (initialization) finally had fatal consequences: religion lost its prophetic impression as a "religion of liberation", and ideologization resulted in dehumanization.
When religion experiences excessive processes of institutionalization, what happens is the silencing of the wealth of interpretations of the Scriptures. Apart from the official interpretation recognized by the authorized institution, it is impossible for other interpretations to be acknowledged. The Scriptures which were originally open to all interpretations, silenced their voices to only "read one interpretation" only (monophonic exegesis).
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Communities of religions that are outside the area of "official" interpretation will be labeled apostates or heretics. If this is the case, then the historical caricatures were born such as the inquisition during Al-Makmun (for the Islamic case) or during the Reformation (for the Christian case). In fact, ironically, we can still witness that caricature in Indonesia today, for example -to refer to the most recent example -a "hot" polemic around Islamic reform launched by Nurcholish Madjid or a ban on bookstores selling Muhidin M Dahlan's novels.
The whole shows that when religion has become an institution monopolized by certain authorities, it will lose its character as religion. "liberator", but on the contrary, as a judge who distributes verdicts to heretics or misinterpretation. This kind of thing motivates Syaifulah and Muhidin to do 'religious reluctance and rebellion' in their novels to find and rediscover 'prophetic messages' of religion and ideology through the multi-interpretive literary area.
Chavchay Syaifulah and Muhidin also see this institutionalizing religion phenomenon occurring in all religions in the world. If all this time we have witnessed a war, or at least a hot conflict, between religions, then actually, those who work there, for the most part, are the interests of religious "institutions" that maintain their interests, not the consciences of people who are often better able to read "truth" is something that is "beyond the religion as institution"; something that goes beyond religion as an institution; religion as a representation of the hidden truth in the "cleanest earth of conscience" of human beings who since its birth brought the nature of truth as religions once demonstrated (in Islam, for example, there is a hadith: istafti qalbaka -ask for guidance in your heart).
By considering the perspective mentioned above, it is natural and reasonable if both Muhidin and Syaifullah are from santri backgrounds, both of which deconstruct conventional Islamic literature, as well as deconstruction of religious and ideological texts, an act of "religiosity rebellion" in the literary field , an area of fiction and imagination called Gogol as the area of creation. In 2004, he completed his studies at the Driyarkara School of Philosophy, Jakarta, which he studied for 9 years. The novel is considered public 'problematic ' titled Payudara (2004) .
In the Balaghah books that Syaifullah learned in the pesantren first, there are indeed many studies of Arabic literature related to the moral and spiritual guardian of Islam. Starting from literature that uses metaphors in the form of ar-rajaa and al-munaa, up to literary works that "approach" the aesthetic verses of the Qur'an in terms of its tarkiib and the greget character that feels muqayyad. Also in the Mahfudzat poems whose literary levels need not be doubted. Starting from the saying of Man Jadda Wa Jada arrived at Saafir Tajid With the terror that ambushed him, Muhidin frightened himself when he wrote his latest novel, Bad News From the Sky: The Wound of Love for the Search of God. Judging from the content of the story, it's clear that this novel is more interesting than the past. In addition to the erudition of Muhidin more widely seen, he also seemed to dive into the teachings and myths in Islam more freshly, among others because of tugging the teachings of major Islamic thinkers such as Imam Ghazali, Al-Hallaj and Ayn al-Qudat, and 'earth 'the angel Gabriel with all the news of the heavens. In other words, the literary and civilizational dialogue of Islam has been resurfaced.
Just because Muhidin had been terrorized throughout 2004 with regard to his novel which tells about Nidah the prostitute's Muslimah, the presence of this next novel is said to be limited, and his intention of the Bad Kabar novel from Heavens would be sold from friends to friends only. How tragic is this young Islamic intellectual, said Chavchay Syaifullah.
III. Discussion
Deconstruction and Reinterpretation About Mecca and Medina
Literature is indeed multi-interpretive and very fluid, so it can be realized in many variations of writing. Islamic struggle is no longer necessary, but it is obligatory for every Muslim who follows the hadith (sayings, actions and daily life) of the Prophet Muhammad 12 . Especially through the hadith that reads 'Innamaa Bu'itstu Liutammima Makaarimal Akhlaqi', we increasingly know that improving the morality of the ummah in many fields of struggle, needs to be realized including in the field of literature. Only those writers plus Islamic moral fighters also need to be aware that literary media is not as clearly predictable, so that their literary writers suddenly feel guilty if they do not describe the good and evil version of Islam. According to Syaiful's reinterpretation, this is important, at least so that literature is not
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Symbolic Marriage of Satan and Humans
In this context, we need to look at the obsession as a "movement person" or activist, which is very visible in the internal relations of the characters portrayed. Marriage of demons and humans, namely Isabela and Bayu is not shown to be just a strange ritual. The author also made it a "political marriage" with the mission that the devils and humans not be suspicious of each other which was then packaged in the jargon "Cultural Revolution". "Just imagine you, when humans can understand Satan and even Satan can understand humans," (p.134) This spirit is funny, because the cultural revolution that is displayed is not at all serious, let alone rational. Imagine, Bayu and Sakti who stray into the grave because of starvation, want to eat fried rice, meet a female ghost named Isabela, who suddenly protects Bayu completely from the siege of zombies.
Isabela protected Bayu extraordinarily even Bayu was ordered to follow all the movements of the devil, walking leaping like Chinese ghost films. Then when Bayu was driven home by the demon Isabela, they met people on the market and these people urged Bayu and Isabela to get married. Suddenly the masses arrived and like a political campaign, the president of the cultural revolution named Martin was chosen to witness their marriage. Funny, indeed. The enthusiasm of political activists here is felt, the authors describe it as the atmosphere of a two-party coalition campaign ahead of the election. Being absurd, because everything is done without the common thread, and by demons and humans. Bayu sometimes asks himself or Sakti, "I don't understand why this fact happened to me. I have never thought in my whole life that I would marry a demon, "whispered Bayu (p.103) . And Sakti actually replied, "You are a hero who reconciles human relations with Satan, '(p.103) Even the spirit of women's emancipation is also here. The figure of Isabela, for example, is truly defended by Sakti, with a political nuance: Isabela is a great woman. He is a female human demon who has been firmly using his ratio. Sakti wants to say that women are not all creatures full of a sea of feelings, and that is what makes women considered unable to become leaders. That Isabela was not ahistorical, it was the history of the Cultural Revolution itself, it inspired a strange revolution, the revolution of crazy people. Another unique thing is that when Sakti returned to the cemetery that apparently there was no man named Pak Kubri, and even the location of the tomb was guarded by worms and maggots, there was a tomb that had just been made, and there seemed to be a new body in it that called -call Sakti. Above the grave is a piece of poetry. Funny dialogue, Sakti says, God! Is it true that the dead was Abdul Kubri? Then, who buried it? Is it possible to bury Sapardi Djoko Damono? "
As a result, the fusion which is not merely a physical-biological fusion creates a radical event that is complicated and damaging and destroys the order and purity of the concepts of humans and demons. Sakti, Bayu, Payudara, and Isabela also fought to find a new formula about the world order and their existence. Philosophical reasoning is inevitable, erupting, and exploding here and there, sparking a kind of revolution in another perspective on the existence of self and its world. Sakti and Bayu become half devil humans. Breasts and Isabela become demons of half human.
Thick and barking philosophicalism is the main element that fulfills this novel. Humans and demons who are united, lost, and shoulder to shoulder to find their essence and existence are about to inhabit another world and they have not yet discovered it or experienced it. They fight with each other and they fight within themselves. They are forced to knock their world again before smelting occurs to reassess and find their existence and nature. But they cannot fully understand and understand the existence and nature of their humanity and demons. And they are increasingly becoming unable to find existence and essence in their fusion. The struggle was unavoidable and thundered the story situation.
The novel's plot moves randomly between the real world and the world in Sakti's mind, moving in a real and surreal world that is twisting together. The choice of this plot is a kind of effort to adjust to the spirit of the novel which is full of tumultuous struggles to find the existence and nature of humanity and demons. The shaking disrupts madness and sanity, squeezes each other, intervenes, provokes one another. A variety of rational, religious, mystical thoughts and events, and especially those that smell dominant in philosophy and scatter.
Although philosophy is dominant, this novel is not a philosophy-treatise. The existence of this work is a novel and not a philosophy-treatise. Because the author's intention is to make this work as a literary work in the form of a novel as acknowledged in the introduction to his work and this intention is evidenced by the appearance of the elements contained in his work: the creation of storytelling forms, creating characters and their statements, as well as eventsevents that echo complex voices in a complete and solid composition so as to be able to enrich the understanding of the existence and nature of the problems they carry out.
Noteworthy, philosophically or literally, this novel contains the spirit of 'rebellion religiosity' as described by the marriage of demons and humans, demons and humans allied in sincere fusion, so that the life order and outlook of their world changes. Here religious and social norms and values such as between good and bad, heaven and hell, black and white, become increasingly blurred, dissolve and multiply into new perspectives and values in the author's imagination and fiction.
IV. Conclusion Moral Upheaval and Religiosity
There are several views in this matter among Muslims: First,. The first clear connection between literature and religion is the fact that many literary works are expressions of one's appreciation of God. Secondly, The second relationship is the use of symbols in the form of vocabulary that has been commonly used in religious life as signs in literary works.Third, in creating literary works, many authors continue to make religion a benchmark, while other authors consider literary works to be free of religious influences. This difference of opinion resulted in differences of opinion among writers and literary experts.Fourth, readers of literary works use their horizons of hope in understanding literary works. Readers who are oriented towards religion, of course, expect that literary works do not oppose religion (in the sense of formal religion) so that they will respond negatively to the religion through literary works. Fifth. However, it can be said that the author is religious or not, his work must still contain aesthetic values and in accordance with literary conventions. Literary society that will provide an assessment because the greatness of literature is determined by criteria other than aesthetics, such as religion. Sixth. Literature, as a scientific knowledge, has the role of providing scientific explanations regarding the relation of literature to other fields outside of literature, such as religion.
The relationship between literature and other religions that should not be forgotten is the relationship of ignorance that becomes the discussion of the semiotic world. In semiotic theory, literary works are seen as meaningful sign structures. Semiotic theory departs from the view that social phenomena and culture are signs. The sign has two aspects, namely markers and markers. Markers are formal forms that mark something, while markers are those marked with markers. An example is the word "mother" which is a marker for "the person who gives birth".
We think the meaning of "moral upheaval and religiosity" and the deconstruction of the meaning of religious teachings in Syaifullah and Muhidin's novels must be captured in their essence and substance to deconstruct Islamic understanding and ideology that has been frozen, hierarchical and obsolete. Of course both Muhidin and Syaifullah do not pretend to be 'essentialist' and 'naïve' and 'banal' substantial. However, their novels are a quest and struggle that is not final.
There will be more of their novels that are very likely to be colored by the "turbulence of religiosity or rebellion of religiosity" within the boundaries of the fantasy, epistemology and imagination they have. However, it is the search and struggle process -no matter what achievements they have achieved -which we must appreciate as an effort to make a breakthrough in the freezing and chaos of interpretations of religion and ideology.
As writers, both of them make a search so that literature does not merely speak the norms, conventions, traditions and things that are considered given as teachings of truth. Rather, it articulates "other voices", other worlds, the dissonant voices, the religious dissent. The religious teachings that have experienced institutionalization / initialization have been sued again, in the upheaval and rebellion of "religiosity" by Muhidin and Syaifullah within the limits of the imagination, fantasy and epistemology that they have, so as to produce a text that is "against prevalence and convention". the other voice, the dissonant voices are odd, the religious dissent is in literature.
Religiosity is not understood as a spirit and religious teachings which they consider to be frozen, given, which must be obeyed and aminied, but rather dismantled and deconstructed with reason in a never-ending search process, which is full of twists and madness, which in the language of Goenawan Mohammad it is referred to as sincerity and commitment to the literary world with a stubborn love. We believe that the presence of Syaifullah and Muhidin has enriched Indonesian literature, and in the long run it will not be a "thorn in the flesh" for our intellectual repertoire, nor will it be a "spiked rose" in modern Indonesian literature, borrowing Harry Aveling's language. Linguistics and Education (BirLE) Journal Volume 2, No 2, May 2019 , Page: 308-320 e-ISSN: 2655 -1470 (Online), p-ISSN: 2655 -2647 www. bircu-journal.com/index.php 13 For these Islamic reformers, there are no teachings or Islamic doctrines that are fully enduring. He changes and adapts to the demands of the times and circumstances. As a universal religion, one of the basic capital of Islam to adjust is change.
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14 If Islam rejects change, then actually it is against and contrary to its own nature as a universal religion. In this context, the case of Muhidin and Syaiful's novels can be included in the context of Islamic renewal in the field of literature. At least that is my interpretation (and pledoi) of "moral upheaval and cultural religiosity and deconstruction" in the work of two young novelists at the beginning of this third millennium. Do you agree? If there is something wrong, forgive us.
